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Theologians speculate on SDA mission's future in next decade

Seymore E. Allen, PhD, dean of the Philippine Union College School of Theology, Caloocan City, Philippines, is quoted in the December issue of the Seventh-Day Adventist church world-wide tendency.

Dr. Allen, speaking at the forum on this issue "almost never mentioned is public. We are apparently hoping that, like a carbuncle on a cool's nose, it may simply disappear in the way that we cannot simply ignore it.

He also said that "Our people are regarding the subject of race in church...and actions of all races are guilty of allowing their racial pride to get in the way of Jesus Christ." He added, "By doing so we are that we are the Laodicean Church. There can be no more clear proof of it than our reluctance to admit that the same problems, hatreds, and suspicions that we see in the militants of all denominations, a beaconhead for the devil in our own minds."

Dr. Allen predicted that the 20th century will be "a greater sensitivity in social, economic, political, cultural, and intellectual life...the hope that the message with which we have been entrusted...will be given notice in our own times."

Mission forums to schedule a monthly meeting to improve mission service in the Seventh-day Adventist church.

The program will be held in the School of Public Health's main campus, January 26 to March 6, 1970. The program will be divided into medical and nonmedical personnel who plan to work or live outside the United States. Particular emphasis will be placed on the effectiveness of mission service in the society.

Supporting the School of Public Health, the 15th annual presentation will be the department of sociology and anthropology in the Graduate School.

Some of the subjects to be covered in the orientation program include tropical medicine for medical personnel, cultural anthropology, practical linguistics, and social discussions led by veteran missionaries.

Other areas of study will

Technologist dies in auto accident

Donald W. Schall, assistant chief medical technologist at University Hospital, was killed in an automobile accident, November 16, in Riverside. Mr. Schall, 45, father of two children, was an employee of Loma Linda University.

Faculty members in the School of Dental Hygiene and other departments of medical technology have established a revolving loan fund for students in medical technology in memory of Mr. Schall.

Contributions may be sent to Your C. Woodward, dean of the School of Health Related Professions. Checks should be made payable to the Loma Linda University. Further information may be obtained by calling William F. Thompson, MD, chairman, department of medical technology, 714-796-7331, extension 3201.

Return Requested

Indian parliament member tours La Sierra and hospital

Shri Dyalalbhai V. Patel, a member of the upper house of parliament in India, has charged that her Prime Minister, Indira Gandhi as being a "fellow traveler" of the communists.

Mr. Patel made the charge in a speech to nearly 100 students and faculty members at a seminar in history and political science on January 1. Mr. Patel and his wife, who are on a 28-day tour of the west following an Asian Minitannations' Union Meeting in Taiwan, spent part of the afternoon touring the University Hospital.

In a courtesy associate of Shri Dyalalbhai V. Patel, Hindu nationalist leader who was named to head India's first deputy prime minister. He is leader of the Swatantra Party in the Rajya Sabha, the 200-member upper house of the Indian parliament.

In 1954, Mr. Patel was elected mayor of Bombay, India's second largest city. He served for two terms.

In an interview with the Associated Press, Mr. Patel said he was acting director of nursing service at a time when he led a delegation of opposition party members of parliament on visits to Saigon, South Vietnam, and Taipei, Republic of China, Taiwan. Though India does not recognize the Republic of China, Mr. Patel wants his country to establish diplomatic relations.

In his speech at La Sierra, Mr. Patel stated that India's government is "bidowed with corruption." He also accused Mrs. Gandhi of failing to solve India's massive poverty problem.

"That nationalized our banks to benefit the poor. But that was three months ago," he said. "And the poor have yet to see the color of money."

SPH to conduct mission orientation training course

The School of Public Health will conduct an intensive six-week mission orientation session on the Loma Linda campus, January 26 to March 6, 1970.

The program will be divided into medical and nonmedical personnel who plan to work or live outside the United States. Particular emphasis will be placed on increasing the effectiveness of mission service in the society.

Assisting the School of Public Health in the 15th annual presentation will be the department of sociology and anthropology in the Graduate School.

Some of the subjects to be covered in the orientation program include tropical medicine for medical personnel, cultural anthropology, practical linguistics, and social discussions led by veteran missionaries.

Other areas of study will...

Dentists' wives join spouses in going back to school

by Louise Henriksen

Wives are going back to school with their husbands in the Continuing Education program offered by Loma Linda University School of Dentistry.

Eighteen wives are at the school today for a two-day course on "Work Simplification in Dental Practice," which begins this morning. With their husbands, 27 other dentists and technicians, they are learning about new team techniques for taking care of patients more efficiently.

A recent course on "Nutrition for Dental Patients," had 10 wives standing in a class of 70. Perhaps a hundred more will be on the campus in the next few months to study "Motivating Patients for Effective Oral Hygiene" (offered in January), or "What Do You Tell Your Patient?" (February), or "The Dental Hygienist - A Valuable Partner in Preventive Periodontics" (March), or "Twenty-Five Years in Restorative Dental Therapy" (April).

Some dentists' wives work in their husbands' offices; some used to be dental assistants or hygienists and still retain a practice. Others have only recently explained their readiness to return to the classroom. Another reason is that, at Loma Linda University, wives accompanied by their dental husbands (who pay a tuition fee) are admitted to these classes free. Moreover, going back to school on this palm-fringed southern California campus with its horizons of snow-capped mountains, is something like a vacation. A large number of continuing education students fly in here from the wintry East.

In the past year, this school's continuing education program has provided 42 courses to help practicing dentists catch up with new research findings and techniques developed in dentistry since they left school. Enrollment for the 42 courses has totaled 1,036, most of whom were dentists of long experience. The courses they completed in one to seven day or night sessions were taught by demonstrations, lectures, and laboratory participation, and usually in small classes.

The subjects have ranged from how to use powdered gold in filling, to new material developed in research at Loma Linda, and the esthetics in prosthodontics (replacing missing teeth with dentures) tonew methods of intravenous techniques, used in soothing apprehensive patients.

Although the program is designed primarily to its members of the School of Dentistry, and secondarily to serve the California dental...

(Cont. on pg. 3)
For a balanced effort

Apparent to even the most causal observer is the rapid development of professional education with a high sense of mission. One gets the impression that these people are working against time. No one will question that there is a confluence of critical human need and new scientific knowledge and technology on the other. Together, they represent unprecedented opportunities for effective service to mankind. The problem is presenting itself for solutions for now and the next step — prevention and treatment of disease through public health programs and health education. Combined, these two approaches can give new muscle to the church's healing effort.

Yet another approach challenges thoughtful persons; the development of programs in agriculture that will help people in Third World countries. When POT was a vessel for cooking things in? And a TRIP involved travel — in cars, planes, and ships? And HOOKED was what Grandmother's rug might have been? And GRASS was a lawn which was normally green? Me thinks that this language has sure gone to POT!"
The La Sierra campus Collegiate Christian League sponsored a Bible Camp last month at Cedar Falls camp in the San Bernardino mountains. They met in large meetings...

They discussed religious liberty with Roland R. Hegstad, editor of Liberty magazine...

Their roundtable chats were held indoors, led by men like H.M.S. Richards Sr......

...and in intimate analysis.

...and Christian philosophy with Jack W. Provonsha, MD, PhD, professor of philosophy of religion and Christian ethics.

...and outdoors, with students like Ritch W. Christianson, senior theology major. This was Bible Camp — 1969.
A smog fighter talks back

Four thousand deaths in Los Angeles, England, were attributed to an unusually heavy concentration of smog that hovered over the city for five days in December, 1962.

The New York City Department of Health reported 168 deaths during a three-day period of high air pollution in 1966.

According to John T. Middleton, M.D., Clean Air Now (CAN), director of the National Air Pollution Control Administration, about 14,000 square miles in California are known to have a high count of ozone, and ethylene, in the air, mostly due to deconcentration processes in motor vehicles.

Los Angeles is infamous for its smog. Comedians tell jokes about people who are never old enough to die, because they just move on.

Middleton, MD, commissioner of the Inland Empire, a group of concerned citizens set up an ad hoc committee to coordinate the smog thing. A central idea is that we got into this mess because we are too lazy, we are too nice, we are too slow. We need to act now.

The Sierra Club was ineffective until it organized and coordinated statewide. We think we can be even more effective than the Sierra Club because our idea is so simple.

Groups are organizing all over the state. There seems to be a grass roots wave of concern, and a mentality that got us into this mess. We need even more important actions such as health, and aesthetic qualities of the environment. We think we can coordinate all of these aspects and programs that are involved as one program.

SCOPE - What is Clean Air Now?

BAUER - It's a non-profit, citizens' corporation whose aims and purposes are air pollution control and abatement.

The group hopes to use education, influence, and coordination of other existing private and public programs committed to fighting air pollution.

SCOPE - Who is on your committee?

BAUER - We have a nineteen-member board of directors. They come from varied fields such as law, medicine, education, public relations, conservation, community service, finance, and research. So CAN, which is now only functioning only on a regional basis involving 15 Inland Empire communities, has one central body which is this board. We have plans to organize other regional boards. Under these regional boards, we would be building in various chapters in different areas. The main purposes of these regions and chapters are the same as the goals I set forth earlier. We do not believe that just speaking out in the Inland Empire is adequate. We want to move statewide. The whole state of California is suffering from air pollution. Rates of uncorrected air pollution.

Cops and pins are awarded to LYN students

Fifty-one Army and Air Force veterans received their caps and six even their pins as members of the vocational nurse service at the annual cappin ceremony, held December 14, in Campus Chapel.

Robert F. Fenton, director of education and training at University Hospital, delivered the main address entitled, "Past, Present, Future.

Six of the newly capped students are from other countries. They are from West Germany, Canada, and the Philippines.

The Nurse Class of 1970A is scheduled to graduate from the University of Southern California School of Nursing on January 18. They are the national league examinations according to Alvin K. Kohn, director of the vocational nursing program.

While the attention of the United Nations focuses on Vietnam, the Soviet Union is making "massive gains" in the western area, according to Winston K. Churchill, III, director of the Aspen Institute and Lecture Series program on the Loma Linda campus of the University.

The State Strategy of Romania, "Madrigal," gave a concert in Gentry Auditorium, founded in 1963, was on its first North American tour. The 38-member group performed was the third at the event and lecture series program on the Loma Linda campus of the University.

Photo by Ronald M. Sterling, SJ, UC

Churchill says Soviet Union is gaining in Middle East

By ALLEN M. ALLEN

SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

Washington, D.C.

The Soviet Union is gaining in Middle East favor, according to Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew of Singapore. He said that the United States was doing the same, but that the United States was doing it more slowly.

The United States has been trying to maintain its position in the Middle East, but has been unsuccessful. The Soviet Union has been gaining influence in the region, and has been trying to extend its influence.

The United States has been trying to maintain its position in the Middle East, but has been unsuccessful. The Soviet Union has been gaining influence in the region, and has been trying to extend its influence.
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OUR MONTHLY SPECIALS FOR JANUARY 1970
Come any time and purchase these specials in addition to our regular weekly specials. Shop and save all month at the Loma Linda Market.

Pineapple Delight
49¢
Jan. 2-13

Pound Cake
59¢
Jan. 14-20

7-Grain Bread
31¢
Jan. 21-27

German Chocolate Pie
59¢
Jan. 28 - Feb. 3

ROASTED & SALTED Cashews
Reg. 85¢ lb.
79¢
Jan. 1-14

Sunflower Seeds
Reg. 59¢ lb.
49¢
Jan. 15-31

LOMA LINDA MARKET
Anderson at Prospect
SUNDAY - THURSDAY 8 TO 8
FRIDAY - - - - 8 TO 5

PACIFIC CRACKERS THINFLAKE — 1 lb.
Saltines and Treats
3 for $1

ROSE-DALE — 71/2 OZ.
Tomato Sauce
12 for $1

NATURAL FOODS DEPT.
(HI PROTEIN FOOD YEAST)
Torumel
14 oz. $1.10

(ROASTED & SALTED SOY BEANS)
Soyettes
1 lb. 49¢

LA LOMA (Nothing Added, Nothing Taken Out)
Peanut Butter
1 lb. 55¢
3 lb. $1.59

LA LOMA Mayonnaise
LA LOMA Salad Dressing
ANDERSON — 15 OZ.
Green Split Pea Soup
5 for $1

GOLDEN VALLEY
Apple Cider
1 gal. $1.19

CHALLENGE — (ONLY 8¢ A QUART)
Dry Milk
25 qt. $1.99

CHALLENGE — (ONLY 7¢ A QUART)
Dry Milk
48 qt. size $3.79

CAMPBELL'S CREAM OF — 10 OZ.
Mushroom Soup
2 for 35¢

SUN VISTA
Refried Beans
2 for 31¢

Ripe Olives
3 for $1

LA LOMA Evaporated Milk
2 for 33¢

LEMON CURED HARVEST HOME
Dill Pickles
(NO VINEGAR OR PRESERVATIVES)

Plan Your Shopping Trip and Save on Case Prices

PLEASE NOTE — All products that we carry have been carefully screened so that you do not have to read labels to be sure that they do not contain objectionable products, such as lard, animal gelatins, etc.

NEW!
HASS HOME Harvesr Home
Foods
VEGETABLE CHICKEN — 20 oz. $6.99 CASE
MOCkEtTS ......... 65c
30 oz. $6.99 CASE
MOKCETT BURGER ....... 65c
WITH MUSHROOMS — 20 oz. $6.99 CASE
Mignonett Burger ....... 69c
20 oz. $6.99 CASE
FIESTA BURGER ....... 69c
20 oz. $6.99 CASE
Chili Beans & Burger ....... 45c
20 oz. $6.99 CASE
Country Breakfast Hash ....... 69c
14 1/2 oz. $7.95 CASE
El Savor Enchimales ....... 41c
A blindfolded youngster tries to break the “piñata,” a Mexican Christmas custom (the piñata is full of gift) at the Student American Medical Association (SAMa) Christmas party for under-privileged children. The party, attended by nearly 80 children from the Redlands Unified School District, was held December 6, in the University Cafeteria. Gifts were donated by Fox Home Center, San Bernardino, and some local stores, supported by SAMa funds. At right, James L. Edwards, SM’73, admires his friend’s gift. Photos by Remmel M. Sterling, SM’72

We have also received excellent press coverage. There are very few people in this area who have not heard of Clean Air Now. They are pouring funds with us. One of the major projects of CAN was to get a mile of signatures requesting our legislators to make air pollution control the number one priority in the next legislative session. The signatures cause us to feel so successful that we now have 133,000 signatures, greatly exceeding our expectations. This kind of spontaneous response graphically indicates the interest of the masses in clean air.

SCOPE - Do your organization do any lobbying in either national or state legislatures?

BAUER - We have a non-tax status, so we are not directly involved in influencing legislation. However, we do attempt to educate legislators.

SCOPE - What needs to be done to solve the air pollution problem?

BAUER - A solution is technically feasible if we are willing to spend the right amount of money and pass the right kind of legislation. The problems in doing this are, first of all, the vested interests of the people. How much is a person willing to spend to have clean air? It would only a question of the feasibility. I think the federal, state, and local finance office.

and causes some diseases and it is irreversible decline. If eliminated snog right now, these trees would still die. Citron production is often 25 percent due to smoke. We spent $512 billion each in the loss of natural resources, or $65 per person. And we are not spending that much to control air pollution.

SCOPE - We have talked about the hazards air pollution has on health. What are some specific health patterns as a result of dirty air?

BAUER - Actually, concrete research on new kinds of engines is being done this are, first of all, the investment in the auto industry to spend that kind of money for research on new kinds of engines and fuels. We know this is technically possible. But it isn’t only a question of the feasibility. It is in a question of morality. Is it moral to continue to dump garbage into our sky? It aggravates

the most, preferably eight years. It is pointed out that the children think and whether it aggravates their health. The party, attended by nearly 80 children from the Redlands Unified School District, was held December 6, in the University Cafeteria. Gifts were donated by Fox Home Center, San Bernardino, and some local stores, supported by SA Ma funds. At right, James L. Edwards, SM’73, admires his friend’s gift. Photos by Remmel M. Sterling, SM’72

We have clothes here for the holidays.

Happy Holidays

Good’s

MEN’S WEAR - LOMA LINDA

MAY we endeavor to serve your holiday needs at our location in Redlands - 107 Orange St. You will find a much larger selection than we could offer in Loma Linda.
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MEN’S WEAR - LOMA LINDA

MAY we endeavor to serve your holiday needs at our location in Redlands - 107 Orange St. You will find a much larger selection than we could offer in Loma Linda.

We have clothes here for the holidays.
DISCOVER FLYING
AT
LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY

ALL FLIGHT AND GROUND SCHOOL COURSES APPROVED BY LOMA LINDA UNIVERSITY EXTENSION DIVISION FOR COLLEGE CREDIT (if desired). ACADEMY CREDIT UPON REQUEST.

FLIGHT DIVISION
SIERRA LINDA FLYING CLUB INC.

Aircraft available with club membership or Individual hourly rates:
- CESSNA 150 TRAINER
- CESSNA 182 CROSS COUNTRY
- MOONEY 21 RETRACTABLE

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT: Club taking delivery of 1970 Cessna 150 Aerobat in January — Club Rates $8.00 per hour.
- SHARPEN YOUR PILOT SKILLS — LEARN AEROBATICS —

CLUB MEMBERSHIP: Open to University Students, University Personnel, Relatives and Friends (Both Campuses).

FEATURES

- Full Time Flight Instructors
- Full IFR Radio and Panel All Planes
- 14 Minutes Freeway from Loma Linda
- 15 Minutes Freeway from La Sierra
- Full Insurance
- Charter Flights Anywhere
- Introductory Flights $5
- One Membership Share Covers All Planes

FLYING SCHOLARSHIPS — Benefactors please note: We have mission appointees desirous to learn flying for mission work who need funds to complete training.

AIRCRAFT OWNERS:
Consider Leasing Your Aircraft to Us

GROUND SCHOOL DIVISION:
AVIATION
EDUCATION CENTER

LOMA LINDA CAMPUS:
Located in the heart of Loma Linda, Aviation Center features individual Audio Visual Training. No classes, no trips to airport. Just come in when you wish. Programmed Slides and Tapes. Learn at your own pace — Convenient hours — Guaranteed pass on FAA — Written Exam. Courses open to anyone.

FEATURES: PRIVATE, COMMERCIAL, INSTRUMENT, HELICOPTER REFRESHER COURSES

- SELLING ALL PILOT SUPPLIES
- NEW AIRCRAFT AGENCY (DISCOUNTS)
- COLLEGE OR ACADEMY CREDIT IF DESIRED

LA SIERRA CAMPUS:
ABOVE GROUND SCHOOL COURSES AVAILABLE IN 12 WEEK CLASSES THROUGH L.L.U. EXTENSION DIVISION. (See Extension Bulletin)

ALL INQUIRIES:

AVIATION EDUCATION CENTER
SIERRA LINDA FLYING CLUB INC.
SECOND FLOOR UNIVERSITY ARTS BUILDING
24887 TAYLOR STREET
LOMA LINDA

796-9675 Collect — or 796-2446

HOURS: 4 to 9 P.M. SUNDAY THROUGH THURSDAY
Interview (Cont. from pg. 6)
visible. When you play tennis while the oxidant level is high, you have pain in the chest, you start coughing, and you have a general efficiency decrease. Well, this is an obvious health effect that anyone can experience.

Beyond this, medical experts have called children off the playground when the level of pollution reached a dangerous level. The whole complex pulmonary system, so necessary to the maintenance of health and life, is interfered with.

Studies on mice have shown that during periods of high air pollution, the delicate membranes in the inner air sac rupture. Though they heal by the next morning in young mice, they do not heal as the mice get older. So new epidemiology chairman chosen
Raymond O. West, MD, has been appointed chairman of the School of Public Health Department of Epidemiology. Dr. West will also continue to serve as associate professor of preventive medicine in the School of Medicine.

There is a decreased capacity in the ability of lung function. Ultimately, this brings premature death.

I’ve talked to doctors who say you are shortening your life span two years by living in a polluted environment.
SCOPE - What are the main causes of air pollution?
BAUER - Anachronistic are the biggest problem in the state of California. Eighty to ninety percent of the car problem could be resolved by using natural gas.

SCOPE - If man does not remedy his poor environment, will he eventually allow it to kill him?
BAUER - Of course that is a hypothetical question. Hopefully, he will do something about it before he allows that to happen. But if he does not do anything more than he is doing, he will reach a certain point in this basin, for example, where living would become so bad, he would be forced to leave and nobody else would come.

After the war issue dies down, I see environmental concern emerging as a number one issue among our youth. Hopefully, they will stir up the populace enough to focus their attention on this problem, so that our citizen government will take necessary actions to control pollution.

I expect to see them at the forefront of this fight, though I could wish the “ establishment” or “silent majority,” will not wait for the youth to carry the fight. It needs to be started right now.

SPH (Cont. from pg. 1)
include non-Christian religions, health education and administration, nutrition, population dynamics, radical self-help, and parasitology and tropical diseases.

Further information about the course may be obtained by writing Director, Minor Orientation Program, School of Public Health, Loma Linda University, Loma Linda, California, 92354.

Registration and program fees are $175, payable at the time of registration.

University SCOPE

The Federal Government requires every person who is not a citizen of the United States to report by January 15th. The United States Service has prepared Form 155, Alien Address Report Cards, on which we must fill in the following information. The cards are available at Post Offices, school foreign student offices, and Immigration Service Offices during the month of January.

Citizens of the United States are urged to assist their alien friends and relations by reading through this requirement of the Immigration Law.

The law requires that these cards be filled out and submitted before January 31st of each year.

DO NOT MAIL THE CARD!
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